Salaries

We want to and have to raise salaries from Jan 1, 2023.

- How much? 10% is our target.
- Do we have money for that? We don’t know yet ...

Source: Seznam zprávy
monthly personal costs as of July 1, 2022 (excl. hour-based contracts)
3,053,838 CZK in total
Salaries

- we need to focus more on
  - planning the working hours in project proposals
  - the actual involvement in the projects
  - LINDAT can no longer be a patch for everything (see Jan’s talk later on)
- we have to consider co-financing carefully, in discussion with Vice Dean Jiří Sgall
Admin :: PAKT [https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pakt]

= ÚFAL’s sw system for the HR and project agenda, under construction

Reasons
○ An extremely heavy load of administration
○ MS Excel spreadsheets are unsustainable
○ Insufficient support of MFF and UK
  (incompatible systems, slow digitalization, a lot of manual work)

Ambition
○ Design and implement a solution that would help us to overcome gaps in administrative settings at MFF. We’re not building a commercial system.

Funded mainly by our projects
Admin :: Trips

○ Dean’s measure on limit of expenses in accommodation (url) per person per night
  ○ Czech Republic - increase from 2,000 to 2,500 CZK; Europe - from 150 to 180 EUR; Outside Europe - from 150 to 200 EUR; The given limits do not apply to accommodation provided by event organizers.
  ○ Employees are entitled to get 25% of per-diem (even if you get three meals a day)
  ○ If you buy a travel ticket with your personal card, you have to attach a bank statement to a travel report
Reminder

Occupational medical examination

- 4 types: initial, periodic, extraordinary, final
- **periodic** - the control of having this examination hasn’t been done properly in the past > Dean’s directive 13/2021, more details

What to do

1. get the request form (at wiki/secretary)
2. fill and print it out
3. stop by at Mrs. Brdickova’s office to stamp the form
4. get an appointment at the health service provider Klinika pracovního lékařství
   1. LF UK, Na Bojišti 1, 120 00 Praha 2 OR at your general practitioner. Get a receipt.
5. stop by at Mrs. Brdickova’s office and give her your completed form and receipt. We’ll reimburse you for your expenses.
Save the dates

- **CLARIN Annual Conference** 2022
  - Oct 10 - 12
  - hybrid event, in OREA Hotel Pyramida in Prague
Teaching

- Winter term 2022/23 starts on Sep 29, 2022.
Teaching :: New PhD students

Since Oct 2022

○ Hana Hledíková, supervisor: Magda Ševčíková
○ Vojtěch Jandl, supervisor: Ondřej Dušek
○ Josef Jon, supervisor: Ondřej Bojar
○ Jiří Mayer, supervisor: Pavel Pecina
○ Dima Taji, supervisor: Dan Zeman

Since Mar 2023

○ Patrícia Schmidtová, supervisor: Ondřej Dušek
○ ...
Social media

- Twitter (see Jindřich’s talk later on)
- Youtube
- Facebook
MFF UK is turning 70 in September

- On Sep 2, a new postage stamp [St. Wenceslas Rotunda in Prague](#) was issued
- B-party on Mon 26 at 3 pm at IMPAKT, [registration](#) open till tonight
- Tour of St. Wenceslas Rotunda on Wed 28 at Malá Strana, [registration](#) is needed
  - you can buy the stamp there
Elections on Nov 22-24, 2022

- to Employees’ chamber of the Academic Senate of UK
- to Students’ chamber of the Academic Senate of UK
- to Employees’ chamber of the Academic Senate of MFF UK
  - candidates (academic employees AP*, VP2A) by Nov 15
  - 16 members
    - currently 4 from School of Computer Science, 4 from School of Mathematics, 8 from School of Physics
Big meetings

- once a month
- on Mondays at 1 pm
- alternately at MS (S1) and IMPAKT (TBA)